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I write articles relevant to various health topics, based on published research which I read regularly,
or on health topics in the news, or occasionally on health issues which are NOT in the news but
should be!
One of the topics which I don't write a lot on, because it is such an emotive and controversial area, is
to do with vaccines. This is because people on both sides of the fence can be more than a little
enthusiastic (!) about their beliefs.
But this topic, I believe, is a very important one to read, think and talk about. So when some major
vaccine research or issue is released, but doesn't make it to any of the news media, one has to ask
why... like in this case.
An Italian research group, called Corvelva, have recently been investigating many of the current-day
vaccines and their ingredients, and they have released some astonishing findings on a couple of
vaccines in early 2019. They will release more reports soon.
I will summarise their findings here.

Infanrix Hexa
This is one of the childhood vaccines, covering 6 possible infections in the one shot, including
diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (whooping cough), hepatitis B, haemophylus influenzae B (flu), and
Poliomyelitis 1-2-3 (polio). Corvelva found the following in the current Infanrix Hexa vaccine:


NO individual bacterial or viral antigens for ANY of the 6 microbes that this vaccine is
supposed to protect you with! NOTHING! Not a sausage!

However they did find:


An unknown polymer which combines all protein antigens into a single compound, which
makes it impossible for the immune system to identify each antigen and therefore produce
antibodies against any or all of the antigens.



65 other chemical contaminants, of which only 35% are known.



Many various other bacteria, parasites (including Blastocystis!) and fungi!



Lactose - the sugar found in milk. Now you know why people develop dairy allergies and
intolerances...



Various medical drugs, including benzodiazepines (a depressant or tranquiliser drug),
malaria medication, antibiotics, and more.

Gardasil 9 vaccine
Corvelva have found the following in the current Gardasil 9 (ie HPV) vaccine:



Various bacteria and yeasts from laboratory contamination. In fact 54% of the DNA in this
vaccine was from over 2 dozen other bacteria, parasite and yeast microbes which shouldn't
be there!



Human and mouse DNA. This can increase the risk of autoimmune conditions by causing
immune system dysfunction.



HPV virus DNA fragments -which are not intended parts of the vaccine per se. These are
more contaminants which may be able to be integrated into your DNA and cause
autoimmune reactions.



Molluscum contagiosum virus - a type of pox virus which causes skin blemishes and rashes,
now quite common but not so much in the past. Now you know why there's more of it
around...



Other retroviruses - which can become integrated into your DNA, can cause genetic
mutations and cancers. This includes Human endogenous retrovirus K, L-BC virus,
narnavirus, infectious equine anaemia virus, all which were found in this vaccine.



Mouse leukaemia virus - which causes a white blood cell cancer.

The premise of vaccinations is that the immune system will mount a response against the simulated
infection in the vaccine. In reality, the immune system mounts a response against ALL ingredients in
a vaccine, including various adjuvants and excipients such as lactose, egg, peanut oil, aluminium, and
various other microbes, including unintended (or are they?!) and often live bacteria and viruses,
which can actually cause more infections after the vaccination, or actually cause the infection which
the vaccine is supposedly trying to prevent. This discovery by Corvelvo scientists may explain why we
are still seeing people getting these diseases, or still seeing more of these diseases and infections
when 95% of the population (the increasingly increased "herd immunity level") are supposedly
vaccinated.
But not all vaccines will result in antibodies being produced in all people! This is why some vaccines
need 2-3 shots, as they don't "immunise" enough people with just one shot. And even after the full
course, some people are still not "immune". Conversely, some people have reactions to vaccines,
some with some minor symptoms, many with serious conditions (nervous system issues, chronic
pain, autoimmune conditions, and many other symptoms), and many also die from them. In fact,
studies show the death rate from many vaccines is up to 100 times higher than the actual death rate
of the actual infection being prevented.
Our current health industry is allegedly built on the belief that vaccines are the only things which
have kept us alive for millions of years, despite commercial vaccines only being around for less than
100 years! It is ONLY your immune system which can really protect you from any and all infections!
And it does that well, providing you look after your immune system by eating well, getting enough
sleep, reducing stress, and many other things you can do to look after your body.
Science is NEVER settled! Science does not have all the answers. Science is always changing or
offering new truths! The purpose of science is to question popular beliefs and perceptions, and
investigate independently and thoroughly in the search for truth, using sound and proven scientific

principles. Sadly this doesn't happen much any more, with studies frequently being retracted due to
poor study design, bias, shonky statistics, and corruption by being funded by the company or
industry which benefits from a favourable outcome. There's also no independent checking of
medications or vaccines before products are approved for use. Perhaps the Corvelva investigations
will be the start of this.
To complicate matters, governments around the world are mandating compulsory vaccinations for
everyone, while the same governments (and social media tools) are preventing any discussion or
sharing of scientific studies which show the risks or safety issues from vaccinations. That is fascism...
The full article and Corvelva PDF documents are available on my website for downloading and
sharing here: http://www.rosswalter.com.au/articles/shocking-results-in-investigation-into-vaccineingredients
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